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Visual Sensor Networks (VSNs) are receiving a lot of attention in research and at the same time commercial
applications are starting to emerge. VSN devices come with image sensors, adequate processing power and
memory. They use wireless communication interfaces to collaborate and jointly solve tasks such as tracking
persons within the network. VSNs are expected to replace not only many traditional, closed-circuit surveillance systems but also to enable emerging applications in scenarios such as elderly care, home monitoring
or entertainment. In all these applications, VSNs monitor a potentially large group of people and record sensitive image data which might contain identities of persons, their behavior, interaction patterns or personal
preferences. These intimate details can be easily abused for example to derive personal proﬁles.
The highly sensitive nature of images makes security and privacy in VSNs even more important than in
most other sensor and data networks. However, the direct use of security techniques developed for related
domains might be misleading due to the different requirements and design challenges. This is especially
true for aspects such as data conﬁdentiality and privacy protection against insiders, generating awareness
among monitored people, giving trustworthy feedback about recorded personal data—all these aspects go
beyond what is typically required in other applications.
In this survey we present an overview of the characteristics of VSN applications, the involved security
threats and attack scenarios and the major security challenges. A central contribution of this survey is
our classiﬁcation of VSN security aspects into data-centric, node-centric, network-centric and user-centric
security. We identify and discuss the individual security requirements and present a profound overview of
related work for each class. We then discuss privacy protection techniques and identify recent trends in VSN
security and privacy. A discussion of open research issues concludes this survey.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

No matter whether along roads and highways [Bramberger et al. 2004; Farmer and Mann
2003], in sports stadiums, in shopping malls [Helten and Fischer 2004; Krempl and
Wilkens 2011], in banks, at airports or in underground stations [Ney and Pichler 2002],
Visual Sensor Networks (VSNs) have become a part of our daily life. While video surveillance [Cavoukian 2013b] is arguably one of the most widespread and well-known use cases
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of VSNs, it is by far not the only one. Other VSN applications include environmental monitoring, smart homes and meeting rooms, entertainment and virtual reality as well as elderly care and assisted living. What all these applications have in common is that visual
sensors capture images that potentially reveal sensitive information about individuals such
as their identities or interaction patterns. While privacy protection is a critical issue, in
many applications also more general security requirements such as integrity, authenticity
and timestamping for videos must be considered. In a holistic approach, security and privacy protection must not stop at the data level. Any application-level protection approach
will fail if the underlying infrastructure such as the sensor node or the communication
network remain vulnerable. Naturally, similar security and privacy considerations are also
valid for different image sensor types such as infrared or thermal sensors.p
Privacy and security requirements for VSNs stand out from other applications since
video data is easily analyzed by humans. By nature, images reveal much more than just the
obvious identity information. They include subtle clues about people’s habits, preferences
or social links. Humans are perfectly trained to grasp and process this type of information.
Therefore, protection of data against insiders such as system operators is especially important in VSNs. To foster public acceptance of VSNs it is crucial to be transparent about implemented security and privacy protection mechanisms. User-centric security mechanisms
are important to reduce reservations about VSNs in public as well as private environments.
1.1. Characteristics of Visual Sensor Networks

Visual sensor networks [Soro and Heinzelman 2009] share many properties, techniques
and protocols with wireless sensor networks. Several researchers view VSNs as a convergence between distributed smart camera networks [Wolf et al. 2003; Rinner and Wolf 2008]
and wireless sensor networks [Akyildiz et al. 2007; Seema and Reisslein 2011]. The major
differences between VSNs and WSNs is the amount of data that is obtained from the image
sensor compared to scalar values read from, e.g., temperature or humidity sensors in case
of WSNs.

(a) Cyclops [Rahimi et al.
2005] node is based on a
7.3 MHz Atmega128 and
has 64 kB RAM.

(b) CMUcam4 [Agyeman
and Rowe 2012] uses
an
Parallax
P8X32A
processor clocked at up to
80 MHz and has 32 kB of
internal RAM.

(c) TrustEYE.M4 [Winkler and
Rinner 2013] is based on an
ARM Cortex M4 CPU clocked and
168 MHz and has 4 MB of SRAM.
Wireless connectivity is provided
via a WiFi extension board.

Fig. 1. Examples of VSN devices with substantially different performance and capabilities.

The substantially larger amount of captured data has implications for many of the
components of a VSN. The computing power of the node’s processor has to be able to
keep up with the amount of captured images. Early attempts for VSN devices employed
the same low-performance 8-bit processors as commonly found in WSNs. The Cyclops
(cp. Figure 1(a)) by Rahimi et al. [2005] uses a Atmega128 microcontroller which runs
at 7.3 MHz and offers 64 kB RAM. Computer vision on such resource-constraint system
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is extremely challenging. More recent designs make use of more capable 32-bit processors. The CMUcam4 [Agyeman and Rowe 2012] (cp. Figure 1(b)) or the even more powerful
Citirc [Chen et al. 2008] platform are two examples of for this trend. Citric is based on an
ARM CPU clocked at 624 MHz and comes with 64 MB of RAM. Other recent VSN devices
support even higher performance by integrating multi-core processors running at clock frequencies between 1 and 1.5 GHz. A platform speciﬁcally designed for secure and privacypreserving VSN applications is TrustEYE.M4 [Winkler and Rinner 2013] (cp. Figure 1(c)).
It is based on an ARM Cortex M4 processor clocked at 168 MHz, 4 MB of external SRAM,
a dedicated hardware security module and an OmniVision OV5642 image sensor. For wireless connectivity a WiFi extension board can be attached. TrustEYE.M4 can be used either
in standalone mode or as a secure sensing unit in a larger camera device.
The differences between WSN and VSN do not stop at data processing. A central idea
of VSNs is to keep data processing local to reduce the amount of transmitted data. Ideally,
only event information is transmitted by VSN devices. However, for veriﬁcation purposes or
for the detailed assessment of critical situations it is often desirable to deliver also live video
footage. In contrast to WSNs, the wireless communication interfaces of VSN devices must
therefore support the transmission of high-volume data. Additionally, also related protocols
such as MAC or routing must be adapted and designed to meet these requirements.
Depending on the computing capabilities of VSNs, different types of security solutions
can be deployed. For low-performance devices such as Cyclops [Rahimi et al. 2005], standard asymmetric cryptography is typically not suitable. Therefore, a number of dedicated
and lightweight security techniques and protocols for wireless sensor networks have been
proposed [Perrig et al. 2002; Karlof et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2009] which are
also suitable for VSNs. More powerful devices such as Citric [Chen et al. 2008] are capable
of running state-of-the-art security solutions as found on smartphones or desktop computers. In this survey, we intentionally focus on fundamental security and privacy requirements which apply uniformly to all types of VSN systems. Implementation and systemspeciﬁc aspects are also covered but are not the primary focus.
Other important aspects of VSNs aside from lightweight, power-efﬁcient hardware platforms are collaboration and in-network processing. A single VSN device has only a limited ﬁeld of view but VSNs are typically designed to cover large areas. Therefore, multiple
spatially distributed nodes are required. To avoid centralized control and data processing, VSNs use peer to peer communication for coordination, conﬁguration, data exchange,
handover of tracked objects or data fusion. To simplify deployment of spatially distributed
VSNs, they rely no longer only on dedicated communication networks but make use of existing infrastructure which is not under full control of the VSN operators. Wireless communication is used where installation of wired networks would be too costly or cumbersome.
Open networks and wireless communication make VSNs much more vulnerable than traditional closed-circuit surveillance camera networks.
The limited resources of VSN nodes are another reason for in-network processing. Solving complex tasks often requires collaboration from adjacent nodes with free resources.
Cooperative processing allows to analyze collected information locally instead of transmitting raw data over multiple hops to a central sink. Local processing saves energy which is
a scarce resource in sensor networks. From a security perspective, inter-node collaboration
raises a number of challenges including the distribution of cryptographic keys in multiand broadcast scenarios, secure discovery and localization of adjacent nodes, secure MAC
and routing or trustworthy data sharing and fusion.
1.2. Application Scenarios

To illustrate the different security and privacy requirements for VSNs, we discuss three
typical application scenarios. In this survey we focus on VSNs designed and deployed for
speciﬁc applications. Participatory sensing applications or content generated by user devices (e.g., smartphones) are not considered. The individual security aspects mentioned in
the following scenarios are discussed in detail in Sections 2 to 7.
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Reactive Monitoring for Enforcement. A well established domain of VSNs are enforcement applications where they are used to collect evidence of law violations. A prevalent
scenario is trafﬁc monitoring [Cucchiara et al. 2000; Bramberger et al. 2004; Arth et al.
2006]. Highways, roads or intersections are monitored to detect trafﬁc law violations such
as tailgating, speeding or illegal parking. Many systems are reactive which means that images or videos are only recorded if a critical event has occurred. Recording is often triggered
by additional sensors such as radar or laser range ﬁnders. However, on-board event detection by analyzing the steady image stream becomes more and more common [Bischof et al.
2010]. Collected evidence must be trustworthy in case of a dispute at court. This property
is also referred to as non-repudiation of the evidence. Non-repudiation requires guarantees
that the evidence was not manipulated after collection (integrity), that it was collected by a
speciﬁc camera (authenticity) with known and trustworthy properties and ﬁnally that the
evidence was captured at a speciﬁc point in time (timestamping). These properties must be
tightly bound to the evidence to achieve non-repudiation.
Reactive Monitoring for Private Safety. VSNs are used also in private environments
such as elderly care and assisted living [Aghajan et al. 2007; Fleck and Straßer 2008; Bamis
et al. 2010; Pinto 2011]. In these scenario people voluntarily give up a certain amount
of personal privacy in exchange for services. These services are typically reactive which
means that inhabitants are monitored but data is delivered to a monitoring facility only if
an unusual event was detected. Non-repudiation is not a requirement since the collected
information is usually not meant to be used as evidence at court.
When agreeing to the terms of a home monitoring system, participants accept that personal data is made available to a limited group of persons (i.e., operating personnel) under
certain circumstances. It must be ensured that access to personal data is reliably limited
to this legitimate group (access authorization) and that data is protected while being transmitted to the monitoring facility (conﬁdentiality). Both the software as well as the hardware
of the installed VSN devices have to be protected against attacks by outsiders to ensure that
the devices can not be abused by people in the neighborhood to, e.g., illegitimately obtain a
video feed of other people’s private environment.
Proactive Monitoring for Public Safety. VSNs are not always used with such a strong
focus as in enforcement and private safety applications. Large networks of cameras are
deployed in cities and public places such as train stations, airports or shopping malls [Ney
and Pichler 2002; Hampapur et al. 2007; Hampapur 2008; Bulkeley 2009]. The installed
cameras are used primarily for monitoring purposes or as a deterrent [Norris 2009]. These
applications are commonly subsumed under the relatively vague term “public safety”. In
many of these systems data is captured proactively and is transmitted continuously to a
central monitoring and archiving facility. Captured videos contain the identities of all persons in the ﬁeld of view of the camera even though their behavior would be sufﬁcient for
most safety applications. Collecting identities and the ability to track individuals over large
distances clearly make proactive and large-scale VSNs intrusive to people’s privacy. Therefore, data conﬁdentiality and access authorization are important requirements. Moreover,
monitored people should be asked for consent to monitoring and they should remain in control over their personal data. If an offense was recorded and he evidence is used at court
also non-repudiation guarantees might be required for proactive monitoring systems.
1.3. Contribution and Outline

Security in the related ﬁeld of wireless sensor networks has been studied by many researchers and various reviews such as [Wang et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2008; Mpitziopoulos
et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2009] have been published.
The motivation for this survey speciﬁcally on VSN security and privacy stems from two
main observations. First, a primary issue with visual information is that it can be analyzed easily by non-experts. Humans are trained to interpret and rely on visual information in their daily life and their capabilities in this area go beyond those of state of the art
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computer vision systems. Consequentially, protection is required not only against outside
attackers but it must be ensured that also insiders get only limited access to sensitive information. The second motivation is the lack of a systematic review of VSN security and
privacy. We present a classiﬁcation scheme based on four different classes: (1) security and
privacy protection for collected data, (2) security concerns of monitored people and the requirement for providing transparency about the purpose, the tasks and security properties
of VSNs, (3) device security and ﬁnally (4) network security. Based on our classiﬁcation
scheme we give a profound overview of existing work. From the analysis of the state of the
art, we derive prospective future research topics and open challenges. The audience of this
survey is not limited to security experts. We describe VSN security and privacy in a way
that makes these topics accessible to the sensor network, computer vision and embedded
systems communities.
The remainder of this survey is organized as follows: First, in Section 2 we discuss the
threats, attack scenarios and challenges in VSN security. We also give an overview of VSN
security requirements. The subsequent sections individually cover the major VSN security topics in detail and present involved requirements and related work. These topics are:
data-centric security (Section 3), privacy (Section 4), user-centric security (Section 5), nodecentric security (Section 6) and network-centric security (Section 7). Finally, Section 8 summarizes our observations on the current state and trends in VSN security, outlines open
research questions and concludes the survey.
2. THREATS, CHALLENGES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR VSN SECURITY

In this section we deﬁne the threats and attack scenarios that have to be faced by designers
of VSNs. We give an overview of the involved challenges and present a classiﬁcation of the
core VSN security requirements. This classiﬁcation is shown in Figure 2 and serves as a
central reference point for the detailed discussion of VSN security and privacy aspects and
the related work throughout Sections 3 to 7.
2.1. Threats and Attack Scenarios

Attacks on VSNs can be classiﬁed based on their goals, by whom they are performed and
the level at which the attack is carried out. We distinguish passive attacks that aim to
illegitimately collect data from a VSN, active attacks where (partial) control over the VSN
infrastructure is achieved and ﬁnally, attacks that aim at disrupting the services provided
by VSNs. Furthermore, we discuss threats from outsiders and insiders as well as hardware
and software-based attacks.

Illegitimate Data Access. In this scenario an attacker is interested in eavesdropping the
information that is exchanged in the VSN. The goal of the attacker is to use the information
for her or his own purposes such as scouting a certain region of interest while remaining
undetected. Consequentially, this type of attack is usually passive and is performed by, e.g.,
overhearing the communication channel.
Illegitimate Control. In this scenario the attacker is no longer passive but takes active
measures to achieve (partial) control over the network. Injection of forged control messages
could allow an attacker to re-position a PTZ camera to cover an area that is of interest for
the attacker or vice versa make sure that certain areas are not covered by the system. To
exercise control over the network, it might be insufﬁcient to just forge and inject control
messages but an attacker might need to capture and compromise one of the nodes of the
VSN. This allows to issue apparently valid commands and requests and to launch attacks
from inside the network.
Service Degradation and Denial of Service. An attacker is not primarily interested in
obtaining data from the VSN or gaining control over the network. The main goal is to reduce the availability and utility of the VSN such that its legitimate users can no longer
rely on the services usually provided by the VSN. This can be achieved, e.g., by jamming of
wireless communication, by injection of useless requests at a rate that overwhelms the VSN
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nodes or by manipulating the routing information used for multi-hop data communication.
Capturing and compromising nodes as described in previous attack scenarios potentially
simpliﬁes denial of service (DoS) attacks since attacks from inside the network might not
have been taken into account by the designers of the VSN. Last but not least, physical attacks on selected VSN nodes can result in severe service degradation of the entire network.

Threats from Outsiders vs. Insiders. Attacks by outsiders can be mitigated by appropriate protection methods based on, e.g., data encryption, message authentication or digital
signatures. Insiders are system operators or security guards who have legitimate access to
the VSN’s control and management facilities. Insiders can misuse their access privileges to
disrupt the services of the camera network by, e.g., intentionally introducing network conﬁguration errors. These denial of service attacks by insiders can be mitigated by designing
the system such that the four eyes principle is enforced for all conﬁguration changes to the
control and management infrastructure. As part of fulﬁlling standard monitoring duties,
insiders usually require access to video and image data delivered by the cameras. That
means that not the same protection mechanisms such as data encryption can be used as
against outsiders. Legitimate operators require at least partial access to unprotected video
data to fulﬁll their duties. It must be ensured that only the minimal required amount of
information is disclosed. For most monitoring purposes, e.g., behavioral information is sufﬁcient while identities can be hidden. Moreover, technical precautions must be taken such
that legitimate users can not disclose any information to outsiders.
Software vs. Hardware Attacks. By software attacks we mean all types of manipulation
that target the software stack of a VSN node. These attacks are performed typically from
remote via the wired or wireless communication channels of VSNs. Attacks include not
only the modiﬁcation of existing software, the installation of new software (e.g., malware,
root kits, etc.) but also attacks on routing and MAC protocols. Many mitigation strategies for software attacks have been proposes in literature but a fundamental problem is
that pure software security solutions themselves are vulnerable to software attacks. As
a consequence, various forms of hardware security support have been proposed such as
smart cards [Dietrich and Winter 2009; Dietrich and Winter 2010], CPU instruction set
extensions [Winter 2008; ARM Limited 2009] or dedicated security ASICs such as Trusted
Platform Modules (TPMs) [Trusted Computing Group 2011; Martin 2008]. While hardware
support can substantially increase the overall security of an embedded system, it provides
only limited protection against physical attacks on VSN nodes such as node capture and
hardware tampering. Prevention of theses attacks is inherently difﬁcult but at least detection mechanisms should be incorporated into VSN devices. More sophisticated hardware
attacks involve the reverse-engineering of integrated circuits or the exploitation of side
channels where information is leaked, e.g., via the power consumption patterns of individual microchips or entire devices.
2.2. Major Design Challenges

Subsequently, we discuss the most relevant challenges in VSN security and privacy together with the involved tradeoffs.

Open System Architecture. Modern VSN devices are often designed to make use of existing communication infrastructure such as WiFi networks or the Internet. This is a major
difference to traditional closed-circuit networks which are under full control of the system
operator. The use of open infrastructure is a challenge not only for protecting sensitive data
that is transmitted. Remote attacks on VSN nodes are also easier if they are connected to
open networks.
Limited System Resources. Low power consumption, small size and affordable price
are important design goals for VSN devices. A direct consequence is that the amount of
processing power and the available memory are limited. The challenge is that to a large extend, the system’s resources are consumed by the on-board image processing and analysis
applications and typically only a small amount is left for security and privacy protection.
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In practice, a suitable tradeoff between system performance and the implemented security functionality must be found. Ideally, security and privacy protection should have only
minimal impact on system performance.

Limited Physical Control. Nodes of a VSN are deployed in public environments where
they are not under full control of the owners and operators. Nodes are mounted on walls or
poles where attackers can easily access them. Simple attacks are node destruction or node
theft. Advanced attacks are node capture where an attacker obtains physical access to a
node to, e.g., extract data from the device. Extracted data could be cryptographic keys or
sensitive image data temporarily stored on the node for later processing or transmission.
Preferably, all sensitive data should be stored in on-chip memory where it is protected
against basic hardware attackers. However, due to cost reasons on-chip memory is usually
very small and external memory has to be attached to the processing core. One approach is
to encrypt all data stored in off-chip memory which, however, makes memory access more
expensive in terms of computing power.
Visual Data Privacy. Images and videos can be easily interpreted by humans and potentially reveal much more information than data captured with other sensors. This aspect
makes privacy protection in VSNs even more challenging than in other application domains. For real-world deployments, appropriate tradeoffs within this privacy protection
and system utility design space (cp. Section 4.1) must be identiﬁed. It must be ensured
that the system remains usable for its intended purpose while only the minimally required
amount of information is disclosed to system operators.
2.3. Security Requirements

Figure 2 presents an overview of the requirements and our approach of partitioning them
into four groups. The ﬁrst group addresses data-centric security aspects (cp. Section 3)
which are primarily non-repudiation and conﬁdentiality. Privacy (cp. Section 4) is deﬁned
as a subset of conﬁdentiality and denotes protection of sensitive data against insiders. The
second area is user-centric security (cp. Section 5) which covers requirements of persons
monitored by the VSN1 . These requirements include user consent to monitoring as well as
remaining in control over personal data. The third group deals with security requirements
of a single sensor node (cp. Section 6). It includes availability of the node and its services,
physical security of the device as well as security of the code that is executed on the device.
Finally, we extend our considerations from the node level to the network (cp. Section 7). We
address the communication channel between two VSN devices as well as security in larger,
collaboration-oriented VSN systems.
The four groups of Figure 2 also illustrate the different scopes when dealing with security. Data-centric security requirements apply directly to captured images and all types of
derived data. Security in this context is tightly tied to the data which means that security properties remain attached to the data for its entire lifetime starting with its creation,
including transmission and usage and ﬁnally storage and long-term archiving. This is in
contrast to the scope of certain network security aspects. Channel-oriented security mechanisms such as the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) ensure data integrity, authenticity and conﬁdentiality for data transmitted from source to destination. These properties of the channel
allow to assess that data was properly protected during transmission but no statements
regarding security of the data can be made for the time before and after transmission. Consequentially, data-security as deﬁned in our model is a signiﬁcantly stronger property than
channel-oriented network security. What becomes apparent from Figure 2 is that certain
security requirements are (partially) redundant. Channel-oriented network security might
not be required if protection is already applied previously at the data level. The major difference in this case is the lifetime of the protection. Which security approach and what
lifetime properties are required can not be deﬁned per se but depends on the application.
1 In

this work we use the term “users” synonymously for people who are monitored and recorded by the VSN.
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Fig. 2. Our classiﬁcation scheme for VSN security requirements consists of four areas. Data-centric security
focuses on non-repudiation and conﬁdentiality for recorded data. Our data-security deﬁnition assumes that
security guarantees have the same lifetime as the data. Node-centric security means all aspects directly
related to the VSN device including both its software and its hardware. Network-centric security addresses
1:1 and 1:n communication. In contrast to data-centric security, network-centric security guarantees are
only valid during transmission. User-centric security means making monitored people aware of VSNs and
giving them the possibility to check if and how their personal data is protected. From the perspective of
users, data conﬁdentiality and non-repudiation are also highly important with is illustrated by the dashed
lines.

3. DATA-CENTRIC SECURITY

Data-centric security addresses the protection of all data that is made available by a camera system. The deﬁnition of data in this context is not limited to raw images but includes
also processed image data, all types of derived information as well as high-level event descriptions. For all delivered data non-repudiation as well as conﬁdentiality must be ensured. In our classiﬁcation, data-centric security properties are tightly bound to the data
and have the same lifetime as the data.
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3.1. Data-Centric Security Requirements
3.1.1. Non-Repudiation. Non-repudiation subsumes requirements that are important to

answer by whom (i.e., by which camera), where and when data was produced. Additionally, it must be ensured that any data manipulation is detected.

Authenticity. In many applications it is important by whom data was produced. In VSNs,
this is equivalent to knowing the identity of the camera that captured and processed a
video stream. This can be achieved by explicitly authenticating the nodes of a VSN and
embedding this information into the video streams. Authenticity information can be digital
signatures or watermarks. Alternative authentication approaches rely on forensics techniques and use the sensor-speciﬁc noise patterns to identify the origin of images. An aspect
that goes beyond basic authenticity is the inclusion of device status information as part of
the authenticity information. To assess the overall trustworthiness of received data it is
important to know which software was running on the VSN device at the time the image
was captured and processed.
Location. The reasons why evidence is required where images or videos were captured
are similar to those mentioned previously for authenticity. If image data is, e.g., used at
court it must not be disputable where it was captured. Location information can be collected
from dedicated positioning devices (e.g., GPS receivers) which are part of the VSN nodes. In
case of static installations, it might be sufﬁcient to rely on pre-deﬁne location information
or to associate a location with the identity of a device.
Timestamping and Freshness. To prevent replay attacks where recorded videos are injected into the network to replace the live video stream, freshness of image data must be
guaranteed. For basic freshness guarantees, no realtime clock on the VSN node is required.
However, if evidence is required when an image was taken it must be timestamped. For this
purpose a reliable time source is required. The timestamp is bound to the data such that every manipulation of the timestamp is detected. Timestamping of images answers not only
the question when an image was taken, but at the same time also satisﬁes the requirement
for image freshness guarantees.
Integrity. Data coming from a camera can be intentionally modiﬁed by an attacker during transmission or when stored in a database. Data integrity is ensured by using checksums, digital signatures and watermarks. Integrity protection must cover not only the payload data as well as attached data such as location information and timestamps. Often
overlooked is that integrity protection is important not only for single frames but also for
video sequences. Simple re-ordering of images can substantially change a video’s meaning.
3.1.2. Conﬁdentiality. Conﬁdentiality denotes the protection of images, videos as well as
all derived data against access by external parties. Conﬁdentiality must be maintained
throughout the entire lifetime of the data starting from image capturing and going to longterm archiving in a database. Conﬁdentiality is typically achieved via data encryption.
Internal parties such as system operators or security guards require access to conﬁdential
information to fulﬁll their duties.

Access Authorization. Access to conﬁdential image data must be limited to a group of
legitimate system users such as security guards. An access authorization scheme must ensure that only persons with adequate security clearance get access to video data. For access
to especially sensitive data, involvement of more than one operator should be required to
prevent misuse. If a video stream contains different levels of information (e.g., full video,
annotations, etc.), access should be managed separately for each level. Additionally, all attempts to access conﬁdential data should be securely logged.
Privacy. In our classiﬁcation (cp. Figure 2) privacy is a sub-property of conﬁdentiality.
While conﬁdentiality denotes protection of all data against external parties, privacy means
protection of sensitive data against misuse by legitimate users (i.e., insiders). For system
operators who perform monitoring tasks, behavioral information is usually sufﬁcient and
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identity information is not required. This can be achieved by automatic detection and removal of sensitive image regions such as people’s faces. Since privacy is an extremely important but complex aspect of VSNs, Section 4 is entirely dedicated to privacy protection.
3.2. Related Work on Data-Centric Security

Serpanos and Papalambrou [2008] provide an extensive introduction to security issues in
the domain of smart cameras. They discuss the need for conﬁdentiality, integrity, freshness and authenticity for data exchanged between cameras. Embedded systems might not
have sufﬁcient computing power to protect all data using cryptography. In such a situation,
the authors propose to concentrate on the most important data. This work recognizes the
overlap of conﬁdentiality and privacy protection and emphasizes the importance of data
protection not only against external attackers but also against legitimate system operators. Senior et al. [2005] discuss critical aspects of a secure surveillance system including
what data is available and in what form, who has access to data and in what form and how
long it is stored. Data conﬁdentiality is ensured via encrypted communication channels.
User privacy is a major concern and it is suggested that videos are analyzed and sensitive
regions are re-rendered. The resulting, multiple video streams contain different levels of
data abstraction and are separately encrypted. Video analysis, processing and encryption
could either be done directly on the cameras or via a dedicated privacy console. Schaffer
and Schartner [2007] present a distributed approach to ensure conﬁdentiality in a video
surveillance system. They propose that the video stream is encrypted using a hybrid cryptosystem. Encryption is performed for full video frames without differentiating between
sensitive and non-sensitive image regions. A single system operator is not able to decrypt
a video but multiple operators have to cooperate. This property is achieved by the fact that
every operator is in possession of only a part of the decryption key. These key shares are
stored in smartcards and are used in a multi-party computation to decrypt the video.
Integrity protection of image and video can be achieved by means of, e.g., hash functions together with digital signatures or by embedding watermarks into the video content.
Regardless of the chosen approach, an important design decision is whether the integrity
protection technique is tolerant towards certain, acceptable image modiﬁcations or not.
The work of Friedman [1993] aims at “restoring credibility of photographic images” and
therefore does not accept any image modiﬁcations. Speciﬁcally, authenticity and integrity
of images taken with a digital still camera should be ensured. This is achieved by extending the camera’s embedded microprocessor with a unique, private signature key. This key
is used to sign images before they are stored on mass storage. The public key required for
veriﬁcation is assumed to be made available by the camera manufacturer. This work is one
of the earliest approaches towards a trustworthy, digital imaging system. Similar systems,
deployed in Canon and Nikon DSLR cameras, have been compromised [Sklyarov 2010; Katalov 2011]. The major problem is that the signature key is not properly protected and can
be extracted from the camera’s ﬁrmware. Even worse, the signature key is not unique but
shared for all cameras of the same model. Quisquater et al. [1997] propose an approach for
integrity protection and authentication for digital video stored on tape in the DV format.
They use SHA-1 to compute the hashes of the images. To be less sensitive to transmission
or tape errors, the authors suggest that the images are divided into blocks that are hashed
separately. Authenticity is ensured by signing the hash values. The hash of the previous
image is also included in the signature to maintain correct ordering of video frames.
Atrey et al. [2004; 2006] present a concept to verify the integrity of video data. In their
work, they differentiate between actual tampering and benign image modiﬁcations. Operations that do not change the video semantically such as image enhancements or compression are deﬁned as acceptable. Tampering of video data is divided into spatial and temporal
modiﬁcations. Spatial tampering includes content cropping as well as removal or addition
of information. Temporal tampering refers to dropping or reordering of frames which might
result from, e.g., network congestion. The authors argue that temporal tampering is acceptable as long as the semantic meaning of the video is not substantially affected. They propose
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a conﬁgurable, hierarchical secret sharing approach which is shown to be tolerant to benign image modiﬁcations while tampering is detected. He et al. [2004] discuss the design of
a video data integrity and authenticity protection system which does not operate on frames
but on objects. Objects are separated from the video background using segmentation techniques. An advantage is that network bandwidth can be saved by transmitting primarily
object data while background data is updated less frequently. The integrity protection system is designed to tolerate certain modiﬁcations such as scaling, translation or rotation.
Considering these requirements, appropriate features are extracted from the detected objects as well as the background. A hash of these features together with error correction
codes is embedded into the video stream as a digital watermark.
Digital watermarks are a popular technique to secure digital media content. A watermark is a signal that is embedded into digital data that can later be detected, extracted
and analyzed by a veriﬁer. According to Memon and Wong [1998], a watermark can serve
several different purposes. This can be proof of ownership where a private key is used to
generate the watermark. Other applications are authentication and integrity protection,
usage control and content protection. Depending on the application domain, watermarks
can be visible or invisible. When used for integrity protection, watermarks have the advantage that they can be designed such that they are robust against certain image modiﬁcations such as scaling or compression [Albanesi et al. 2001; Bartolini et al. 2001]. An
example where watermarking is used as part of a digital rights management system for
a secure, embedded camera is presented by Mohanty [2009]. He describes a secure digital
camera system that provides integrity, authenticity and ownership guarantees for digital
video. This is achieved using a combination of watermarking and encryption techniques.
Due to the high computational effort, a custom hardware prototype based on an FPGA is
used to meet the realtime requirements.
Another approach to verify image integrity and authenticity is based on image forensics
techniques. Digital image sensors are not perfect and a certain amount noise is produced
when capturing images. This sensor noise can be exploited to assert the integrity and authenticity of digital images [Chen et al. 2008; Li 2010; Sutcu et al. 2007].
In our own work Winkler and Rinner [2011] we rely on hardware-based security techniques to implement integrity, authenticity, freshness/timestamping and strong conﬁdentiality. All image data that is delivered by the TrustCAM prototype system is digitally
signed and encrypted. The used RSA keys are protected by the camera’s TPM chip which
additionally provides a unique platform identity.
Table I presents a comparison of the discussed approaches for data-centric protection.
The comparison matrix makes it very clear that researchers have put an emphasis on integrity and authenticity of video and image data. This strong focus can be explained by the
wide use of video surveillance in enforcement applications and the desire to provide indisputable evidence. Table I also shows that conﬁdentiality has to go hand in hand with the
access authorization. Freshness and timestamping as well as the location of data capturing
are less frequently addressed by the reviewed literature.
4. PRIVACY

Cameras allow the ﬁeld of view of observers to be extended into areas where they are
not physically present. This “virtual presence” of an observer is not necessarily noticed by
monitored persons. In the resulting but misleading feeling of privacy, persons might act
differently than they would in the obvious presence of other people. This example makes
it apparent, that privacy in video surveillance is an issue that needs special consideration.
But when trying to identify what forms of privacy protection are appropriate, the picture
becomes less clear. One reason is that there is no common deﬁnition of privacy. As discussed
by Moncrieff et al. [2009] and Senior et al. [2005], the notion of privacy is highly subjective
and what is acceptable depends on the individual person as well as cultural attitudes.
The problem of protecting an area against capture by cameras, is addressed by Truong
et al. [2005]. In their capture-resistive environment, camera phones are prevented from
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Authenticity
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Albanesi et al. [2001]
Atrey et al. [2004], Atrey et al. [2006]
Bartolini et al. [2001]
Chen et al. [2008]
Friedman [1993]
Li [2010]
Mohanty [2009]
He et al. [2004]
Memon and Wong [1998]
Quisquater et al. [1997]
Schaffer and Schartner [2007]
Senior et al. [2005]
Serpanos and Papalambrou [2008]
Sutcu et al. [2007]
Winkler and Rinner [2011]

Integrity

Table I. Comparison of implementations of data-centric security. White bullets represent
unsupported, gray bullets partially realized and black bullets fully covered properties.
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taking images. Emitted IR light is retro-reﬂected by the mobile phone’s image sensor. These
reﬂections are detected by the system and used to localize the mobile phone which is then
neutralized by intense, directed light emitted by a video beamer. While this is an interesting approach to preserve privacy in selected areas, it is not practical for large deployments.
Therefore, many researchers focus on the opposite approach where cameras actively detect
and protect privacy-sensitive image regions.
As pointed out by Cavallaro [2007] or Fidaleo et al. [2004], it is usually more important
to be able to observe the behavior of a person than knowing the actual identity. This is
achieved by identiﬁcation and obfuscation of personally identiﬁable information such as
people’s faces [Chen et al. 2007; Martı́nez-Ponte et al. 2005]. Only in situations where, e.g.,
a law was violated, is this personal information of interest and should still be available to
authorized parties. The main challenge of such an approach is to determine which image
regions are actually sensitive. As Saini et al. [2010] argue, video data not only includes
direct identiﬁers such as human faces but also quasi identiﬁers. These quasi identiﬁers
are often based on contextual information and allow to infer the identity of persons with a
certain probability. Such basic contextual information about an event includes what happened, where did it happen and when did it happen. Vagts et al. [2009; 2010] present an
approach that addresses privacy protection not at the sensor level but at a higher abstraction level. As part of their task-oriented privacy enforcement system, data is only collected
if it is required for a surveillance task. For that purpose, each task must be fully speciﬁed
before data collection is started.
It must be noted that privacy considerations in this survey mainly revolve around the
protection of visual, privacy-sensitive data since protection requirements in this domain
make VSNs stand out from other applications. In every deployment of a privacy-preserving
VSN, considerations must go clearly beyond these aspects. Communication patterns between adjacent cameras, chronology of data exchanges or the location of nodes might give
away sufﬁcient information that allows an observer to derive privacy sensitive informa-
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Fig. 3. The privacy protection design space.

tion. While visual information clearly is highly sensitive with respect to privacy of monitored people such secondary information channels must not be overlooked in the design of
a real-world system.
4.1. Privacy Protection Requirements and Techniques

In this survey, we deﬁne conﬁdentiality as protection of all data that is delivered by a
VSN against external parties. With privacy we mean protection of sensitive data against
insiders such as security guards who have legitimate access to the VSN. Anonymization can
be seen as a primary method of privacy protection [Seys et al. 2001]. Consequently, the most
common way of realizing privacy protection in video surveillance is visual anonymization.
Anonymization is achieved by detection and protection of identity information based on
computer vision techniques. Primary identiﬁers in the context of VSNs are human faces.
The result of anonymization is that identities are hidden while behavioral information is
preserved. Figure 3 illustrates that there is no single best approach for achieving privacy
protection but there is a design space with a variety of solutions with different advantages
and disadvantages. Delivering no image data yields best privacy protection but at the same
time makes monitoring by system operators impossible. Providing full, raw images results
in the best monitoring performance but entails a total loss of privacy. In between these two
extremes, global and object-based techniques exist with different tradeoffs between privacy
protection and system utility. (1) Object-based approaches rely on the identiﬁcation and
protection of sensitive regions such as motion blobs, persons or faces. Only the identiﬁed
regions are protected and the rest of the image remains visible. (2) Global approaches apply
uniform protection operations (e.g., downsampling, blurring, mosaicking or edge detection)
to the entire raw image and are therefore not prone to errors in the detection of sensitive
regions. Global approaches are not yet very prominent in related literature. A noteworthy
exception is the approach by Saini et al. [2012]. Their work builds on the idea of global
privacy protection approaches but they additionally use the output of unreliable detectors
to selectively adapt the applied protection. Compared to pure object-based approaches the
authors achieve higher robustness against inaccuracies of the detectors while maintaining
an overall higher level of visual quality.
The subsequent paragraphs summarize commonly used object-based protection techniques. A requirement for object-based protection is the identiﬁcation of privacy-sensitive
image regions such as human faces or vehicle license plates. If this identiﬁcation does not
work reliably, privacy is at risk. A single frame of a sequence where sensitive regions are
mis-detected can break privacy protection for the entire sequence. Figure 4 illustrates some
of these techniques including blanking, pixelation, abstraction and encryption.

Blanking. One way to deal with sensitive image regions is to completely remove them
from the image leaving behind blanked areas. While providing perfect privacy, the usefulness of the system is reduced since not even basic behavior can be observed and identities
of persons are lost. Only the presence and location of persons can be observed. Some researchers such as Cheung et al. [2006] apply video inpainting techniques to ﬁll the blank
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areas with background. This way, an observer can no longer notice that information was
removed from the video.

Obfuscation and Scrambling. The purpose of obfuscation is to reduce the level of detail in sensitive image regions such that persons can no longer be identiﬁed while their
behavior remains perceptible. Researchers apply different techniques including mosaicing,
pixelation, blurring [Chinomi et al. 2008; Wickramasuriya et al. 2004], warping [Korshunov
and Ebrahimi 2013], cartooning [Erdélyi et al. 2013] or high, lossy compression. Another
technique to protect sensitive image regions is scrambling. In its basic form, JPEG compressed images are obscured by pseudo-randomly modifying the DCT coefﬁcients [Dufaux
and Ebrahimi 2006] of sensitive regions.
Abstraction. This popular technique replaces sensitive image regions with, e.g., bounding boxes or, in case of persons, with avatars, stick-ﬁgures and silhouettes [Senior et al.
2005]. Another form of abstraction is meta-information attached to a video. This can
be object properties such as position and dimensions, but also names of identiﬁed persons [Tansuriyavong and Hanaki 2001]. Depending on the type of abstraction, either behavior, identity or both can be preserved. Note that if identity is preserved, additional
protection (e.g., by encryption) should be considered.
Encryption. Data encryption is used by many systems to protect sensitive regions. When
encrypted, regions of interest can no longer be viewed by persons who do not have the appropriate decryption keys. Simple encryption protects not only the identity of monitored
persons but also their behavior. Upon decryption, both – identity and behavior – are revealed. By using multiple encryption keys or split keys as described in [Schaffer and Schartner 2007], a system can be designed that requires cooperation among multiple operators to
decrypt the original data which provides some protection against operator misuse.
A privacy protection system can support also multiple privacy levels at the same time
where a video stream contains several sub-streams with different types of information. Depending on their sensitivity, these levels have to be separately encrypted with one or more
individual encryption keys. A multi-level approach allows a privacy protection system to be
designed that presents different types of information to observers depending on their security clearance. Low-privileged operators can only access the version of the stream where
behavioral data is visible while supervisors or government agencies could get access to the
original data that contains the identities of monitored persons. In our own work [Winkler
and Rinner 2011] we have explored a multi-level approach where for especially sensitive
video content a combination of two or more encryption keys is used to enforce the four-eyesprinciple for data access.
Choosing a protection technique or a combination of various techniques depends on the
application and the involved goals. Blanking protects both behavior and identity – only the
presence of persons remains perceptible. Therefore it is usable only in basic surveillance
and intruder detection scenarios. Obfuscation and scrambling allow to monitor the behavior of persons and are therefore more suitable for public safety applications where not only
presence of persons but also detection of unusual behavior is of importance. Regardless
of the chosen protection technique two key questions remain the same: (1) is privacy adequately protected by the chosen technique and (2) what is the impact on the utility of the
visual sensor network. Work by Gross et al. [2006] indicates that the overall protection capabilities ob pixelation and blurring are relatively low. In more recent work, Dufaux and
Ebrahimi [2010] present a framework for the evaluation of privacy protection mechanisms.
Their results show also that simple pixelation and blurring offer only limited protection.
Blurred or pixelated human faces can often still be identiﬁed with standard face recognition algorithms. In contrast to that, the evaluation results indicate that scrambling mechanisms perform much better. A study by Boyle et al. [2000] on the effects of ﬁltered video
on awareness and privacy shows that pixelation provides better privacy protection than
blurring. Korshunov et al. [2012a] developed an evaluation framework to systematically
investigate the privacy protection vs. system utility tradeoff. The framework consists of a
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set of standardized questions that are used to assess which information could be observed
from a privacy-protected video. Questions cover, e.g., the gender and race of a person or
properties such as worn glasses or scarfs. A set of video sequences was shown to subjects
under controlled lab conditions. The subjects had only a limited amount of time to answer
the given questions. The study results indicate that pixelation yields best performance in
terms of balance between privacy protection and intelligibility of the video content. Best
privacy protection and least intelligibility was achieved with masking ﬁlters. Blurring ﬁlters resulted in exactly the opposite performance – best intelligibility and least privacy
protection. In successive work, Korshunov et al. [2012b] adopted a crowdsourcing approach
to get feedback from a larger number of participants. A Facebook application called VideoRate2 allows users with a valid Facebook account to participate in the evaluation. Results
obtained from VideoRate and the previous lab tests are largely consistent.
Abstraction techniques can be tuned to preserve behavior, identity or both. Finally, encryption is the technique of choice in scenarios where strong but reversible identity protection is required. As with simple blanking, also behavior is fully protected and can no longer
be monitored. If behavior monitoring is required, a multi-level approach must be chosen.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 4. Privacy is ensured by protecting especially sensitive image regions. In this example, privacy protection is applied for the entire region where the moving person was detected (Figure 4(a)). Illustrated
protection techniques include blanking (Figure 4(b)), pixelation (Figure 4(c)) abstraction by means of edge
detection (Figure 4(d)) and encryption (Figure 4(e)).

4.2. Related Work on Privacy

Cavallaro [2004; 2007] emphasizes that digitalization of video surveillance introduces new
privacy threats. Therefore, personal and behavioral data should be separated directly on
the camera. While system operators only get access to behavioral data, a separate stream
containing personal data is made available to law enforcement authorities. Similar ideas
are discussed by Senior et al. [2005] who suggest that privacy is protected by extracting and
re-rendering sensitive information into multiple, individually protected streams. Fleck and
Straßer [2008; 2010] employ smart cameras in an assisted living scenario. The cameras are
used to monitor the behavior of persons and detect unusual behavior such as a fall. Detected
objects are tracked and their behavior is analyzed using support vector machines. Privacy
protection is achieved by either transmitting only event information or replacing detected
objects with abstracted versions. It is assumed that the camera’s housing is sealed such
that manipulation can be detected by the camera and leads to a termination of its services.
Boult [2005] argues that many existing approaches are targeted at removing privacysensitive image data without providing mechanisms to reconstruct the original image.
2 VideoRate

website: https://ltslinux18.epﬂ.ch/ (last visited: July 2013)
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Based on this observation, he proposes a system called PICO that relies on cryptography to
protect selected image regions. It allows the actions of a person to be monitored without revealing the person’s identity. Decryption of faces is performed only in speciﬁc circumstances
such as a law violation. Encryption is performed as part of image compression and uses a
combination of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. Additionally, it is suggested that
checksums of frames or sub-sequences are computed to ensure data integrity. In related
work, Chattopadhyay and Boult present PrivacyCam [Chattopadhyay and Boult 2007], a
camera system identiﬁes regions of interest based on a background model. Resulting regions are encrypted using an AES session key. Rahman et al. [2010] also encrypt regions
of interest but they do not rely on established crypto-systems but propose to use chaos
cryptography.
Moncrieff et al. [2009] argue that most of the proposed systems rely on predeﬁned security policies and are either too intrusive or too limited. Therefore, they suggest that dynamic data hiding techniques are applied. Via context-based adaptation, the system could
remove or abstract privacy-sensitive information during normal operation while in case
of an emergency, the full, unmodiﬁed video stream is automatically made available. This
way, the system remains usable for the intended purpose but protects privacy during normal operation. Dufaux and Ebrahimi [2006] suggest scrambling of sensitive image regions.
After detection of relevant areas, images are transformed using DCT. The signs of the coefﬁcients of sensitive regions are then ﬂipped pseudo-randomly. The seed for the pseudorandom number generator is encrypted. Decryption is only possible for persons who are
in possession of the corresponding decryption key. The main beneﬁts are minimal performance impact and that video streams with scrambled regions can still be viewed with standard players. A similar approach is discussed by Baaziz et al. [2007] where, in a ﬁrst step,
motion detection is performed followed by content scrambling. To ensure data integrity,
an additional watermark is embedded into the image which allows detection of manipulation of image data. Limited reconstruction of manipulated image regions is possible due
to redundancy introduced by the watermark. Yabuta et al. [2005] also propose a system
where DCT encoded image data is modiﬁed. They, however, do not scramble regions of interest but extract them before DCT encoding and encrypt them. These encrypted regions
are then embedded into the DCT encoded background by modifying the DCT coefﬁcients. Li
et al. [2009] present an approach towards recoverable privacy protection based on discreet
wavelet transform. Information about sensitive image regions together with their wavelet
coefﬁcients are protected with a secret key. Data hiding techniques are used to embed this
information into the resulting image.
Qureshi [2009] proposes a framework for privacy protection in video surveillance based
on decomposition of raw video into object-video streams. Based on a segmentation approach, pedestrians are identiﬁed. Tracking is performed using color features. The privacy
of detected persons is protected by selectively rendering the corresponding objects. The system presented by Tansuriyavong and Hanaki [2001] is also based on detection of sensitive
entities. In an ofﬁce scenario, the silhouettes of detected persons are blanked. Additionally,
the system integrates face recognition to identify previously registered persons. Conﬁguration options allow to choose of what information is disclosed – full images, silhouettes,
names of known persons or any combination thereof. Schiff et al. [2007] use visual markers
in the form of yellow hardhats to identify persons and thus sensitive image regions which
are blanked in the outgoing video stream.
Troncoso-Pastoriza et al. [2009] propose a generic video analysis system that is coupled
with a Digital Rights Management (DRM) system. By exploiting the hierarchical structure
of MPEG-4, the authors propose selective visualization of video objects either in clear or
in obfuscated forms. Access to sensitive video objects is conditionally granted depending on
the rights of the observer and the individual policies of monitored users. Sensitive content is
protected by encryption. Intellectual Property Management Protection (IPMP) descriptors
are used to describe the encrypted streams while access rights are formulated using the
MPEG-21 Rights Expression Language (REL).
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Table II. Comparison of applied privacy protection techniques. Almost all approaches assumes that sensitive image regions are detected and subsequently protected. White bullets represent unsupported, gray
bullets partially realized and black bullets fully covered properties.
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Finally, the Networked Sensor Tapestry (NeST) software architecture by Fidaleo et al.
[2004], represents a more generic privacy protection approach. Its design is not limited
to videos and images but can handle arbitrary sensor data. The system uses a central
component called privacy buffer. Data received from the clients is fed into this privacy
buffer. The buffer can be extended and conﬁgured by means of privacy ﬁlters and a privacy
grammar. If incoming data is qualiﬁed as private by one of the privacy ﬁlters, the data does
not leave the privacy buffer. Non-private data is forwarded to a routing component that
manages distribution of data to interested clients.
As summarized in Table II most privacy protection approaches rely on the identiﬁcation
of sensitive regions. An exception is the work by Saini et al. [2012] which relies on global
protection techniques. Blanking is the most common privacy protection techniques. Several approaches provide multiple privacy levels where the delivered data stream contains
different protection variants of the original sensitive data.
5. USER-CENTRIC SECURITY

People who are monitored by VSNs usually are neither actively asked for consent nor do
they have control over their captured personal data. To increase the acceptance of VSNs,
data-centric security features such as conﬁdentiality and privacy protection are of utmost
importance. As illustrated in Figure 2, also non-repudiation is an critical aspect for users
since it ensures that they can not be discredited by manipulated data. But even if these
security features are incorporated into the design of a VSN, this is not transparent for
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users. Therefore, user-centric security must go a step further and provide this transparency
in a secure an provable way. Ultimately, an ideal surveillance system should allow users to
remain in control over their personal data.
5.1. User-Centric Security Requirements
5.1.1. Awareness and Consent. Monitored people should be made aware of cameras in their

environment and their consent should be sought which can be done via passive or via active
methods.

Passive vs. Active Methods. Today, simple stickers or signs are used to passively advertise installed camera systems. User consent to monitoring is given implicitly by acknowledging these signs when entering the area. As the signs are easily overlooked, consent
should be sought more actively. Users could be automatically notiﬁed about presence and
properties of cameras, e.g., via their smartphones. If the system operator discloses data to
a third party, explicit user permission should be required.
These requirements have been partially addressed in research prototypes. By handing
out dedicated devices or RFID tags to known and trusted users, a stronger form of awareness about video surveillance is realized [Brassil 2005; Wickramasuriya et al. 2004]. Users
equipped with such devices are not only made aware of the installed cameras but even get
a certain degree of control over their privacy. Cameras recognize them as trustworthy and
remove or protect the corresponding image regions. The approach of Cheung et al. [2008]
goes even further. By using public key cryptography to protect personal information, users
get full control over their privacy-sensitive data since they have to actively participate in
the decryption of this data.
Operator vs. Crowd-Driven Approaches. Making users aware of installed cameras may
not always be in the interest of camera operators. As a consequence, users have taken
proactive approaches and started to collect locations of video surveillance cameras on publicly accessible maps on the Internet. Following the spirit of community-driven projects
such as Wikipedia, everyone is free to contribute to these databases. One such project is
based on OpenStreetMap [OpenStreetMap.org 2011] and makes camera positions available as a map overlay. In February 2010, the city of Paris announced a plan [Prefecture
de Police 2010] to establish a police-controlled network of about 1300 surveillance cameras. Locations of the cameras already installed as well as the planned cameras have been
mapped by volunteers on Google Maps [OWNI 2011].
5.1.2. Feedback and Control. In current systems, users have to trust operators to protect
their privacy. To establish this trust and give feedback on the internal functionality of
the system, Senior et al. [2005] suggest that surveillance equipment should be certiﬁed
and the results should be made visible, e.g., by stickers attached to cameras. For users,
however, it is difﬁcult to evaluate if this certiﬁcation is still valid. The software of a smart
camera might have been changed by the operator without re-certiﬁcation of the system.
Therefore, an ideal system should be able to accurately report its current status to users.
This report should include information on what personal data is captured, processed, stored
and delivered to observers.
Control goes beyond pure feedback and means to actively involve users whenever their
personal data is disclosed to third parties. Asking users for their consent to data disclosure
implies that users can be reliably identiﬁed and contacted. Identiﬁcation of captured people
is only possible for a system that is used in a controlled environment with a relatively ﬁxed
user base such as the employees in a company. For systems deployed in public areas control
is difﬁcult to implement.
5.2. Related Work on User-Centric Security

To protect the privacy of selected users, systems have been presented that allow to remove known, trusted users from captured video. Due to the limited reliability of computer
vision algorithms to detect personal image data, many researchers rely on portable de-
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vices carried by users for identiﬁcation and localization. One such approach is presented
by Brassil [Brassil 2005]. He proposes a Privacy Enabling Device (PED) that gives users
control over their personal data. When activated, the PED records the location of the person together with timestamps. This data is uploaded to a clearinghouse. Before a camera
operator discloses videos to a third party, the clearinghouse has to be contacted to check if
an active PED was in the vicinity of the camera at the time in question. If so, video data
has to be anonymized.
Wickramasuriya et al. [2004] perform realtime monitoring of the environment to increase
user privacy. In particular, they suggest that motion sensors are used to monitor rooms or
areas. If motion is detected, an RFID reader is triggered that tries to read the RFID tag
carried by the person who entered the area. If no RFID tag can be found or the security
level of the tag does not grant access to the area, a camera that oversees the region is
activated. Image regions containing persons with valid RFID tags are blanked such that
only potential intruders remain visible.
Chinomi et al. [2008] also use RFID technology to detect known users. RFID readers,
deployed together with cameras, are used to localize RFID tags carried by users based on
signal strength. This location information is then mapped to motion regions detected by
the cameras. As the RFID tag identiﬁes the person, the individual privacy policy can be retrieved from a database. This policy deﬁnes the relationship between the monitored person
and potential observers. Based on that, different forms of abstracted data are delivered by
the system. Abstractions include simple dots showing only the location of a person, silhouettes as well as blurred motion regions. Also Cheung et al. [2008] use RFID for user localization. Corresponding motion regions are extracted from the video and encrypted with the
user’s public encryption key. This key is retrieved from a database via the user ID from the
RFID tag. The blanked regions in the remaining image are ﬁlled with background image
data using video inpainting [Cheung et al. 2006]. The encrypted regions are embedded into
the compressed background image using data hiding techniques similar to steganography.
Since decryption of privacy-sensitive image regions requires the user’s private key, active
user cooperation is necessary to reconstruct the original image. In work from the same research group, Ye et al. [2009] and Luo et al. [2010] do not use RFID tags for identiﬁcation
but biometric information. As part of their anonymous biometric access control system, iris
scanners are installed at the entrances of areas under video surveillance. Based on that,
authorized individuals are then obfuscated in the captured video. Anonymity of authorized
persons is maintained by using homomorphic encryption.
An approach that does not need electronic devices that are carried by users is presented
by Schiff et al. [2007]. Their “respectful cameras” use visual markers worn by people to
identify privacy-sensitive regions. Speciﬁcally, they remove person’s faces from images.
Spindler et al. [2006] apply similar ideas in the context of building automation and monitoring applications. Personal data is obfuscated based on individual privacy settings. For
identiﬁcation and localization, the authors suggest relying on computer vision. For the prototype, this was not implemented but replaced by manual selection of privacy-sensitive
regions.
In our own TrustCAM research we investigated user awareness and trustworthy user
feedback [Winkler and Rinner 2010b]. Our visual user-based attestation technique is built
on the capabilities of the TPM and its platform status reporting. The underlying idea is that
every interested user can query the status of a VSN device and receives a digitally signed
report that includes the software which is running on the camera, a corresponding list of
system properties as well as information about applied protection and security techniques.
In our approach, users employ smartphones to communicate with individual VSN devices.
A challenging problem is how to establish a secure communication between the smartphone
and the camera. Wireless communication can not be used since it is very difﬁcult to assess
if the response is actually coming from the intended camera or from some other, potentially
malicious device in the vicinity. Therefore, we developed a protocol [Winkler and Rinner
2012] that relies on visual communication to bootstrap the secure communication channel.
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Table III. Comparison of implementations of user-centric security. White bullets represent
unsupported, gray bullets partially realized and black bullets fully covered properties.

Brassil [2005]
Cheung et al. [2006], Cheung et al. [2008]
Chinomi et al. [2008]
Schiff et al. [2007]
Spindler et al. [2006]
Wickramasuriya et al. [2004]
Winkler and Rinner [2012]

Awareness
& Consent

Feedback
& Control

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
◦
◦
◦
◦
•

Visual communication using 2D barcodes allows users to intuitively select the intended
camera and eavesdropping attempts on the communication channel can be easily spotted.
Table III gives an overview of the related work on user-centric security. Awareness and
implicit consent of monitored people is achieved in most approaches via special devices
(RFID tags, yellow hard hats, etc.) that are carried by protected individuals. Brassil [2005]
realize control over personal data via an intermediate clearinghouse. Also Cheung et al.
[2006] rely on a mediator to actively involve affected persons upon data disclosure. Feedback about the properties of a surveillance camera and its data protection policies is given
in the work of Winkler and Rinner [2012].
6. NODE-CENTRIC SECURITY

Node-centric security subsumes all aspects that relate directly to the security of a VSN device including both its hard- and its software. At ﬁrst glance, node security might seem less
important than the security of the actual data that is captured, processed and delivered by
the VSN node. However, security mechanisms that protect the data are typically situated
at the application level. When considering that an attacker might have subverted the node
and, e.g., has modiﬁed the underlying OS or libraries that are used by the applications
then data security is at risk. Once the node has been successfully attacked, it is easy to
eavesdrop or modify sensitive data before it is properly protected at the application level.
Consequently, node security is a requirement for all high-level data protection techniques.
6.1. Node-Centric Security Requirements
6.1.1. Availability. VSNs often provide important services and therefore their continuous

availability is an important security aspect. Guaranteeing availability is a challenging task
especially when considering that the nodes of a VSN are spatially distributed and that
they are not under close physical control of the system operator. Subsequently, we discuss
individual VSN availability aspects.

Hardware and Software Denial of Service. Availability of a VSN can be considerably
affected by denial of service (DoS) attacks at the hard- or the software level. Typical software DoS attacks try to overwhelm a system by a huge number of incoming service requests
sent in a short period of time or by forged requests which consume substantial computing
power. The performance of the attacked system is reduced and legitimate requests can be
no longer handled appropriately. Another form of software DoS attack does not target the
application level but the network layer where, e.g., routing information is manipulated.
Another approach are attacks on the data link layer where, e.g., a malicious node disrupts
the medium access control (MAC) protocols by intentionally causing collisions. An attack
similar to DoS are denial of sleep attacks [Raymond et al. 2008] where an attacker exploits
MAC functionality to prevent nodes from transitioning into low power states. This way, the
small batteries of sensor nodes can be depleted in very short periods of time such as a few
days or even hours.
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Hardware attacks on VSNs range from node capturing to the jamming of the radio channel. Physical attacks on VSN availability are even more difﬁcult to prevent than software
attacks because of the lack of physical control over the individual nodes.

System Monitoring. A ﬁrst step towards addressing the availability problem is continuous monitoring of the VSN status. Status monitoring can be implemented via a periodic
lifebeat where a VSN node is challenged by a control facility and has to respond in a speciﬁc
way within a pre-deﬁned time. It must be ensured that lifebeat information is authentic,
fresh and unaltered. In addition to basic availability, lifebeat messages can convey further
information on the node’s status including its load and the currently executed applications.
While monitoring does not improve the availability of a VSN, it provides operators with accurate knowledge of the system’s status and allows early detection of larger-scale attacks.
Attack Resilience. The services of a VSN should be designed to offer resilience against
DoS attacks. Basic protection against illegitimate requests is the authentication of all incoming requests. If sender authentication fails, incoming requests can be discarded immediately. Integrity checks ensure that requests have not been modiﬁed by an attacker. To
prevent replay attacks, the freshness of incoming requests must be validated either via
nonces or timestamps.
Request validation itself can consume a considerable amount of time. When receiving
illegitimate requests at a very high rate, a VSN would spend most of its time with checking
and discarding those requests. Therefore, request authentication, freshness and integrity
checks are important but insufﬁcient to protect against DoS attacks. To provide reasonable
resilience, these techniques have to be complemented with request rate limitation where,
e.g., intentional and adaptive delays between accepted requests are introduced. Overall,
resilience against DoS attacks is a complex topic and service guarantees are hard to achieve
especially in shared, wireless networks.
6.1.2. Physical Security. VSN nodes are typically mounted at easily accessible locations
such as walls or poles. Physical attack scenarios range from simple destruction and theft to
more sophisticated approaches including hardware manipulation and side channel attacks.

Tamper Detection and Resistance. A VSN device usually comes in a box enclosure that
protects the circuit board, sensor and optics. An attacker might want to get physical access
to the circuit to be able to, e.g., attach probes to buses to readout on-board memory or
to replace individual components. Basic tampering can be prevented when designing the
circuit board such that communication lines are not routed at the top or bottom layer of
the board. Modern embedded processors allow the memory to be mounted using package
on package (POP) techniques where the memory ICs are directly stacked on top of the
processor. This packaging technology makes simple memory readout substantially more
difﬁcult. Other tamper prevention mechanisms include sealed enclosures or casting ICs
and circuit boards with resin. Additional sensors in the node’s case or on the circuit board
can be used to detect tampering and to take further actions such as automatically erasing
or overwriting memory regions.
Side Channels. Side channels attacks exploit characteristics of the circuit such as tim¨ et al. 2004; Popp et al. 2007] or the reaction to intentionally
ing, power consumption [Ors
introduced faults. Mitigation of side channel attacks is a difﬁcult task which has to be done
as part of IC design.
6.1.3. Code Security. A trend in VSNs and embedded systems in general is that signiﬁcant
portions of the system are implemented in software instead of specialized hardware. While
functionality that is implemented in hardware can not be modiﬁed by remote attackers, the
software stack of a system is relatively vulnerable.

Authenticity and Integrity. For VSNs it is important that the software that is executed
on the nodes has been previously approved by the operator or manufacturer and that it has
not been modiﬁed. Software authentication and integrity checks ensure that an attacker
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can not run own software or that unknown or malicious software is at least detectable. This
illustrates the two different approaches in this area: strict enforcement such that only precertiﬁed software can be executed versus secure logging and reporting which software is
run. To produce meaningful results, both approaches require some minimal support by the
hardware platform either as functionality inherent to the CPU or via external hardware
such as a Trusted Platform Module (TPM).
The enforcement approach is usually called secure boot. The SoC provides functionality as part of its boot procedure that allows to check the authenticity and integrity of the
executed software (e.g., the bootloader) based on digital signatures and hash sums. If the
software can not be properly validated it is not executed by the system. For authenticity
and integrity checks a certiﬁcate containing the expected hash sum of the veriﬁed component must be available. The public signature key corresponding to the certiﬁcate has to
be available to the SoC for certiﬁcate validation and must be well protected against illegitimate modiﬁcations. The Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) [Ekberg and Kylänpää 2007]
developed by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) incorporates a secure boot mechanisms
that is based on similar concepts. For the MTM there is no strict requirement that it has to
be implemented as dedicated hardware. However, in case of a software MTM, support of the
underlying platform such as ARM TrustZone [ARM Limited 2009] or TI M-Shield [Azema
and Fayad 2008] is beneﬁcial.
The alternative approach to secure boot is trusted boot which is sometimes also called
authenticated boot. The major difference to secure boot is that trusted boot securely logs the
executed software but does not prevent unknown software from being run. This approach
is implemented in the TCG’s Trusted Platform Module (TPM). The logged device status
can be securely reported to an external veriﬁer who can decide if the status of the device is
trustworthy or not. Both secure boot and trusted boot only provide information about the
status at the time the software is launched. Runtime security issues such as security ﬂaws
caused by user input or buffer overruns can not be captured by these techniques.

Secure Updates and Downgrade Prevention. It is a common practice of manufacturer
and operator of VSN devices to install upgraded software either to enhance the functionality of a device or to ﬁx security issues which have been discovered. For this purpose, VSN
devices typically come with a remote upgrade mechanism. From a security perspective it
must be ensured that code upgrades can be performed only by known entities (authentication) and that the update was fully received and was not modiﬁed (integrity). An additional
requirement is that update mechanism only accepts new updates (freshness). Otherwise,
an attacker could replay a previous code update and thereby downgrade to a previous software version with exploitable vulnerabilities.
Cloning Prevention. A critical aspect for camera manufacturers is that hard- and software are an inseparable whole. Otherwise, the software of a device could be copied and
deployed on a hardware platform with similar features as the original VSN device. For a
manufacturer this is clearly undesirable. To prevent software cloning, the program must be
bound to a speciﬁc device class or even a unique device. The code itself must be protected
against reverse engineering, e.g., by means of encryption.
6.2. Related Work on Node-Centric Security

Exhaustively covering all literature that deals with availability, physical security and code
security would be far beyond the scope of this survey. Therefore, we present selected examples which illustrate the state of the art. Availability, DoS attacks as well as mitigation
approaches have been investigated by various researchers. Common techniques to avoid
jamming attacks in wireless networks are frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) and
direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) [Mpitziopoulos et al. 2009]. In FHSS the frequency
used to transmit data is changed based on a pseudo-random number generator which is initialized with a secret seed that must be known to legitimate communication partners. In
DSSS a sequence of pseudo noise code symbols is used to modulate the transmitted information. Thereby, the original signal is replaced with a very wide bandwidth signal. Again,
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the pseudo noise sequence has to be known a priori by the transmitter and receiver. In
broad- or multicast scenarios where pairwise key setup is not possible FHSS and DSSS
can not be used directly. Solutions to this problem are, e.g., uncoordinated frequency hopping and uncoordinated DSSS [Pöpper et al. 2010]. Xu et al. [2006] discuss jamming and
argue that FHSS and DSSS are not applicable for typical sensor nodes since their implementation would be too complex and costly. They discuss different jamming detection
techniques and outline two principle approaches to achieve resistance against jamming in
wireless networks. The ﬁrst strategy is based on avoiding the jammer in spectral or in
physical space by either re-allocating the used frequencies or re-locating selected nodes in
case of a mobile sensor network. The second approach is to compete with the jammer by
adjusting transmission power levels or using error correction.
Code security aspects have been investigated by several researchers. Trusted computing
and the TPM, even though originally designed for standard PC systems have found their
way onto several WSN and VSN research platforms. If using a standard TPM in an embedded system, an important aspect is that the Low Pin Count (LPC) bus that is used to
attach the TPM to a PC is typically not available. Some manufacturers additionally equip
their TPMs with a serial, two-wire interface making them suitable for embedded systems.
Grossmann et al. [2007] demonstrate the use of an Atmel AT97SC3203S TPM together
with an MSP430 microcontroller from Texas Instruments in the context of a teletherapeutic application. In this scenario, the software state of the embedded device is attested using
the TPM before sensitive information is transmitted. secFleck by Hu et al. [2009] is an
extension board for the Fleck mote platform [Sikka et al. 2007]. The board is equipped
with an Atmel I2C TPM chip. Apparently, the TPM is not used for platform attestation but
only for random number generation, for RSA en- and decryption and signature creation and
veriﬁcation. In related work Hu et al. [2010] use the TPM for attesting the status of the sensor node. secFleck is also used by Dua et al. [2009] to enhance security of a participatory
sensing application where users sense their local environment and make measurements
available to other users. The TPM is used to attest the integrity of the users’ platforms.
Aaraj et al. [2008] evaluate the performance of a pure software TPM on an embedded
platform (Xscale PXA-250 at 400 MHz with 32 MB RAM). They present runtime measurements for TPM commands including TPM Quote (1239 ms with a 2048 bit RSA key) and
TPM Sign (902 ms, 2048 bit RSA key). Based on these results, the authors replaced RSA
with elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) which reduced the time for TPM Quote to 381 ms
(224 bit key) and TPM Sign to 191 ms (224 bit key). On average, execution time was reduced by a factor of 6.5. ECC is not supported by the current TPM speciﬁcation but may
be adopted in future versions. On another system (Xtensa CPU running at 320 Mhz) with
partially customizable hardware, the authors implemented dedicated CPU instructions to
accelerate ECC. With these hardware optimizations, runtimes for TPM Quote could be
reduced to 84.154 ms on a uni-core and 30.70 ms on a hexa-core system. Dietrich and Winter [2009; 2008] investigate the possibility of using software-based TPM implementations
for embedded systems. Many embedded systems already provide integrated security functionality such as ARM TrustZone that can be used to develop software TPM solutions. The
same authors explore the use of smartcards or SIM cards to implement TPM functionality.
Reconﬁgurable hardware such as FPGAs is commonly used in embedded systems. In
such a system, not only the software but also the hardware needs to be included in platform
attestation. Glas et al. [2008a; 2008b] integrate a TPM with an FPGA system. They introduce a component called Trust-Block that is responsible for securely booting the system.
The FPGA itself is split into a user-programmable part and a static section. All reconﬁguration of the FPGA has to be performed via functionality provided by this static section. It
is also responsible for measuring the new system conﬁguration into the TPM. Eisenbarth
et al. [2007] also integrate TC into an FPGA system but they do not use a dedicated TPM
chip but integrate the TPM functionality as custom logic into the FPGA. Using a so called
Bitstream Trust Engine, they realize authenticity and integrity guarantees. Additionally,
they measure the TPM’s netlist. The advantage of this approach is that the TPM itself
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Table IV. Coverage of major node-centric security requirements. White bullets represent unsupported, gray bullets partially realized and black bullets fully covered properties.
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becomes part of the chain of trust and therefore TPM functionality can be easily updated,
extended and enhanced.
Our TurstCAM prototype is also equipped with a TPM chip [Winkler and Rinner 2010a;
Winkler and Rinner 2011]. It is based on an OMAP 3530 ARM SoC from Texas Instruments, has a VGA color CMOS image sensor and comes with WiFi and ZigBee radios. An
Atmel TPM chip is attached via the I2C bus. Among other security features, the system
implements trusted boot starting with a TPM-enabled version of the U-Boot bootloader.
Measuring the software stack of the system is performed at a coarse granularity where
separate measurements of the bootloader stages, the OS kernel and the root ﬁlesystem
image are performed. This approach considerably simpliﬁes the effort for recording and reporting the system status. To provide detailed information about the executed applications,
the camera middleware takes measurements of the individual computer vision applications
that are launched. A trusted lifebeat periodically reports the recorded system status information to a monitoring facility. Additionally, the device status is made available to user to
allow them to assess the security and privacy protection properties of the camera.
Table IV gives an overview of the presented related work on node-centric security. Physical security is addressed usually in limited forms where, e.g., tamper resistance for a small
portion of the system such as the storage for cryptographic keys is realized. Many solutions
achieve code security by implementing authenticity and integrity checks for executed software as well as system upgrades. Availability aspects are covered partially via continuous
system monitoring or at the radio level via anti-jamming techniques.
7. NETWORK-CENTRIC SECURITY

One of the four major security domains of Figure 2 is network-centric security which we
partition into channel-related and collaboration-related aspects. Channel security refers
to basic protection of the communication channel between two 1:1 communication partners such as two VSN devices. Collaboration-centric security extends these basic security
considerations to networks of VSN nodes which jointly solve given tasks. Typically, VSNs
are not directly connected to the Internet but use dedicated basestations for data uplinks.
Since they are directly exposed to the Internet, these basestations are the primary target for attackers. Therefore, they need special protection including proactive techniques
such as network trafﬁc ﬁltering, ﬁrewalls or the establishment of VPN tunnels between
the basestation and a control station. Reactive security techniques such as network intrusion detection systems [Sabahi and Movaghar 2008; Kabiri and Ghorbani 2005] should be
considered for these devices to be able to detect unexpected or unusual network trafﬁc and
activities.
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7.1. Network-Centric Security Requirements

While many of the security requirements of VSNs overlap with those of WSNs there are
also important differences. A primary one results from the different communication patterns. VSNs typically have to deal with the distribution of large amounts of image and
video data within small neighborhoods for the purpose of joint processing. At the same
time, low-volume event and control information must be distributed throughout a VSN
relying often on multihop communication. These different trafﬁc type must be also incorporated into the underlying protocols by, e.g., adequate prioritization schemes which in turn
need to be protected against misuse. Encrypting and digitally signing large amounts of
video data is a challenge that is usually not found in WSNs. In this area VSN platforms
beneﬁt from higher on-board computing power required for image analysis as well as from
hardware security features found in many novel SoC implementations.
7.1.1. Channel Security. Channel security requires authentication of the communication
partners as well as integrity protection, freshness and conﬁdentiality for transmitted data.
These properties are comparable to those achieved via SSL or its successor Transport
Layer Security (TLS) [Dierks and Allen 1999]. Data encryption and signing are commonly
used techniques to achieve channel security. Realtime encryption of high-volume image
and video data can be challenging on low-power VSN systems. With modern SoC devices
used for VSN systems [Winkler and Rinner 2013], these issues are alleviated by the overall
higher computing power compared to traditional WSN platforms and by dedicated hardware encryption units.

Authenticity, Integrity, Freshness. The requirements for authenticity, integrity and
freshness are similar to those for data-centric security in Section 3. The major difference
is that in the context of the network these requirements apply only for the secure communication channel that is established between two VSN nodes. The security properties are
only ensured for the time the data is in transmission. Once the data arrives at the receiver,
the protection no longer applies. Likewise, no guarantees are made for the data before it
was transmitted. Protection is only achieved against attacks on the communication link.
Conﬁdentiality. Conﬁdentiality in the context of channel security refers to the protection of transmitted data against eavesdropping by outsiders. Insiders who have access to
one of the two communication partners also have full access to the transmitted data in its
unprotected form assuming that no data-centric security mechanisms have been applied.
7.1.2. Collaboration Security. By collaboration security we denote network security aspects
which go beyond basic 1:1 channel security. This includes MAC and routing protocols, time
synchronization, broadcast communication, data sharing and aggregation, as well as discovery and localization. In many of these protocols cryptographic keys are required for protection and veriﬁcation of exchanged information. While many WSN devices are designed
around very low-power 8-bit microcontrollers, VSNs devices typically come with more computing power to enable on-board image analysis. This additional computing power of VSN
devices can be utilized for, e.g., asymmetric encryption which in turn greatly simpliﬁes and
strengthens many of the security techniques originally designed for WSNs. Especially session key establishment and data source veriﬁcation can substantially beneﬁt from these
additional capabilities. If asymmetric cryptography is not supported by a speciﬁc processing platform additional chips such as TPMs can be used to add such features.

MAC and Routing. Attacks on the MAC and routing layers have been extensively studied in the context of wireless sensor networks [Perrig et al. 2002; Chan and Perrig 2003;
Perrig et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2009; Sen 2010]. The security requirements identiﬁed for WSNs also apply to VSNs. MAC layer attacks are primarily targeted
at service degradation or interruption. This is achieved via intentionally caused collisions.
In wireless VSNs, low-volume control and event information is often forwarded from
source to destination using multi-hop routing. Large data such as images or videos are
typically exchanged only in small neighborhoods and very often only via a single or a very
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small number of hops. Likewise, to keep transmission paths short, high-volume data delivery to monitoring stations is typically handled via dedicated uplink nodes distributed
throughout the network. VSN routing protocols must be designed to accommodate these
different trafﬁc patterns and to also ensure appropriate prioritization. Without countermeasures in the routing protocol, spooﬁng or manipulation of routing information can be
easily performed by an attacker. By manipulating the routing tables or the route priority information, service quality can be degraded, nodes can be isolated from the network or
substantial amounts of data are directed towards selected nodes resulting in an overload. If
the routing protocol supports integrity protection and authentication, these safeguards can
be bypassed if the attacker is in possession of a captured node. Furthermore, the malicious
node can be used for selective forwarding where the attacker chooses which information
to forward and which not. Other known attacks are, e.g., sinkhole attacks where a node
makes itself more attractive as a relay by announcing shorter routes. In sybil attacks, a
single node simulates the identities of one or more other nodes and collects the data originally intended for these nodes.

Time Synchronization. Every VSN device has its own local clock. For example, to correlate events detected by multiple nodes, a common time base among the participants of the
VSN is required. Since the clocks of the VSN nodes operate independently, the time readings of the nodes will differ. These time differences are increased further by the individual
drifts of the nodes’ oscillators. Consequently, clock and time synchronization is required
to enable meaningful comparison of observed events and to jointly solve distributed tasks.
Time synchronization mechanisms in wireless networks have been investigated by various
researchers [Elson and Römer 2002; Ganeriwal et al. 2003; Sundararaman et al. 2005; Yoon
et al. 2007]. From a security perspective it is apparent that time synchronization protocols
are an attractive target for attackers who want to disrupt the services of a VSN. Boukerche
and Turgut [2007] distinguish three different groups of attackers on time synchronization.
The ﬁrst one are malicious outsiders who can eavesdrop the communication and who can
inject messages. The second group is able to jam to communication channel and can delay and replay captured packages. Finally, the third group are insiders who managed to
capture a node of the VSN and therefore also have access to the cryptographic keys of the
node. Protection against malicious outsiders is based on cryptographic techniques and is
not different from protecting any other protocol or data exchange between VSN nodes. Protection against node compromise can not be achieved solely with cryptographic methods
but requires additional node-centric security mechanisms as discussed in Section 6.
Discovery and Lookup. A key idea of distributed sensor networks is that they operate
without ﬁxed or centralized infrastructure. Therefore, de-centralized mechanisms are required that allow to discover and query services provided by the members of the network.
A typical property is that services can be added or removed at runtime. These characteristics make it difﬁcult to assess which services can be trusted and which are offered by a
potentially malicious node. Approaches to identify trustworthy services can be based on
service provider authentication using cryptography and unique device IDs, on secure platform status reporting or on reputation concepts where trust decisions are based on the past
behavior or a service provider.
Localization and Topology Control. Sensor node locations and topology information are
important for aspects such as efﬁcient geographic routing or the avoidance of jammed network regions. The meaning of topology in VSNs is not necessarily identical to that of WSNs.
While the focus in WSNs is usually on network topology, the concerns in VSNs are on identifying the nodes’ topology with respect to the ﬁeld of view of the individual cameras. In a
tracking scenario, it is important to know which camera most likely will see the object of interest once it leaves the ﬁeld of view of the current node. This camera network graph [Rowe
et al. 2007] can be either pre-deﬁned by system operators or it can be learned autonomously
by the system [Tieu et al. 2005]. This learning phase and potential online topology update
mechanisms are interesting for an attacker who wants to manipulate the topology of the
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VSN such that, e.g., actually adjacent cameras are no longer considered in event distribution or that data is disseminated to the wrong cameras.

Broad- and Multicast Communication. In contrast to the previously discussed channel
security aspects, collaboration in VSNs typically involves not only 1:1 communication but
1:n communication where, e.g., tracking information has to be distributed to all devices
within the immediate neighborhood. A primary challenge in this context is the management of cryptographic keys required for message authentication and integrity protection.
Asymmetric cryptography is an appropriate tool for authentication and integrity protection
in broad- and multicast scenarios. If hardware-accelerated implementations of asymmetric
cryptography are available they can be used to strengthen and simplify the implementation
of VSN communication mechanisms. While such hardware is usually included in state-ofthe-art designs, legacy devices might not be powerful enough for asymmetric cryptography.
In these situations, symmetric encryption offers far better performance. Keyed hash functions such as HMAC are based on symmetric encryption and shared keys. The fundamental
problem in multi- or broadcast scenarios is that the shared key has to be distributed to all
members of the group to enable them to authenticate received messages. Being in possession of the shared key enables all members of the group to generate valid messages
which contradicts the idea of individual authentication of messages. Popular approaches
that eliminate this shortcoming are the TESLA [Perrig et al. 2002] and uTESLA [Perrig
et al. 2002] protocols by Perrig et al. which are based on hash chaining and delayed disclosure of the symmetric keys.
Data Sharing and Aggregation. A key aspect of VSN is cooperative scene analysis and
object tracking [Micheloni et al. 2005; Velipasalar et al. 2006; Quaritsch et al. 2007; Hoffmann et al. 2008]. For this purpose, object features, meta data and events have to be shared
between individual nodes and joint results are computed based on these aggregated data.
Ozdemir and Xiao [2009] discuss the requirements for secure data aggregation and illustrate typical topologies found in data aggregation schemes such as clusters or tree structures. A central question in data aggregation is if and to what extend an aggregator requires access to unprotected data. Ideally, the aggregation process can operate on encrypted
data. This is a main difference to data sharing where communication partners are usually
trusted. A critical aspect when sharing data is if the communication partner can guarantee
a certain level of security. One approach is to assess the status of the data receiver before
data transmission. Remote system status check can, e.g., be performed via the attestation
capabilities of TPM or MTM chips [Dietrich and Winter 2009; Tan et al. 2010; Kostiainen
et al. 2011]. Alternative approaches suggest to make no unprotected data available to communication partners. Secure multiparty computations allow several parties to contribute
to a joint result without revealing partial or intermediate results to the participants. Another approach is based on homomorphic encryption [Oleshchuk 2007; Erkin et al. 2009;
Hsu et al. 2011] where certain operations can be performed on encrypted data. While this
might be promising for future applications, current solutions are still too limited in their
versatility and by far can not deliver the performance required for realtime computer vision
applications.
7.2. Related Work on Network-Centric Security

Karlof and Wagner [2003] examine a wide range of routing protocols which have been proposed for WSNs. None of these protocols have been designed with security in mind and it
comes with no surprise that all studied protocols have sever security ﬂaws. The authors
discuss potential mitigation techniques for discovered security problems but conclude that
security must be an up-front design goal to realize truly secure routing protocols. INSENS
by Deng et al. [2006] is an intrusion tolerant routing protocol for WSNs. A key design decision for INSENS was that more complex aspects of the protocol are moved away from the
resource-constraint devices. A central, resource-rich basestation is the only device that can
broad- or multicast data. The basestation is also responsible for creating the forwarding
tables for individual nodes. The forwarding tables are based on neighborhood information
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collected by the nodes and sent to the basestation. Control and routing information is authenticated using symmetric keys.
The ARAN protocol by Sanzgiri et al. [2005] targets more resource-rich devices and uses
asymmetric cryptography. It relies on a certiﬁcate server for node authentication which
issues also temporal certiﬁcates for nodes. The possession of a valid certiﬁcate is a requirement for participation in route discovery and inter-node communication. The Ariadne
protocol by Hu et al. [2005] is an on-demand routing protocol based on dynamic source
routing. Ariadne makes use of the TESLA broadcast authentication protocol.
Attacks on time synchronization protocols and related security requirements have been
investigated by various researchers [Manzo et al. 2005; Boukerche and Turgut 2007]. Secure time synchronization protocols have been proposed, e.g., by Ganeriwal et al. [2008],
Song et al. [2007] or Sun et al. [2006].
The SPINS security protocol family by Perrig et al. [2002] is one of the most cited security solutions for WSNs. The very limited resources of WSN devices are a primary design
aspect of SPINS. SPINS consists of two major parts: the sensor network encryption protocol (SNEP) and uTESLA which provides secure broadcasting services. SNEP is not limited
to data conﬁdentiality but provides also authentication, integrity and freshness guarantees. For SNEP, the authors assume the availability of a trusted basestation which is used
to establish a shared, symmetric master secret between two nodes. From this shared secret, the communication partners derive three symmetric keys: One is used in the message
authentication code while the other two are used for data encryption – one per communication direction. SNEP is complemented by uTESLA which provides support for secure
message broad- and multicast. uTESLA also uses symmetric cryptography together with
hash chains. The symmetric keys which are required by receivers to validate broadcast
messages are disclosed by the sender with a delay. Upon disclosure, the sender generates
a new key which is used from this point on. A requirement of uTESLA is that the involved
nodes have synchronized time sources. Other encryption and authentication protocols designed for WSNs are LEAP+ by Zhu et al. [2006] and TinySEC by Karlof et al. [2004].
Protocols such as WirelessHART, ISA-100.11.a or ZigBee have been designed for industry
and home automation applications. They are used to interact with sensors or to control
actuators. Similar to VSNs, those devices are designed for low power consumption and
they typically use multi-hop communication. Security concepts developed for these types of
networks could be adapted and applied for VSN applications.
An ISA-100.11.a [ISA100 Wireless Compliance Institute 2011] network consists of nonrouting sensor and actuator devices as well as routing devices which are responsible for
data forwarding but can also incorporate I/O interfaces. Data is transmitted to backbone
routers which either route data to other segments of the network or via gateways to higher
instances on the network. The ISA-100.11.a stack incorporates various established technologies including IEEE 802.15.4 as physical and data link layer, 6LoWPAN as network
layer or UDP as transport layer. Conﬁdentiality in ISA-100.11.a is ensured via AES-128
encryption at the data link layer (hop to hop) and in the transport layer (end to end). Data
integrity and authenticity is ensured via message integrity codes. The protocol also incorporates protection against replay and delay attacks based on timestamping and nonces.
Joining an ISA-100.11.a network involves asymmetric cryptography while the rest of the
security functions are based on symmetric cryptography ( AES-128).
WirelessHART [HART Communication Foundation 2010] is also used in process automation. Every ﬁeld device may act as router in a multi-hop network. A gateway is used as an
uplink to higher network segments. WirelessHART is designed as a secure protocol that ensures conﬁdentiality, integrity, authenticity and freshness of transmitted data [Raza et al.
2009]. Protection can be applied at different levels providing end-to-end, per-hop or peerto-peer security.
In the ZigBee [ZigBee Alliance 2012] protocol, coordinator devices take over the role of a
trust center that allows other devices to join the network. The coordinator is also responsible for distribution of cryptographic keys. ZigBee distinguishes three types of keys: Preinstalled master keys are not directly used for encryption but serve as initial shared secret
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Table V. Coverage of major node-centric security requirements. White bullets represent unsupported, gray bullets
partially realized and black bullets fully covered properties.

Deng et al. [2006]
Castelluccia et al. [2009]
Chan et al. [2006]
Ganeriwal et al. [2008]
Hu et al. [2005]
ISA100 Wireless Compliance Institute [2011]
Karlof et al. [2004]
Perrig et al. [2002]
Sanzgiri et al. [2005]
Song et al. [2007]
Sun et al. [2006]
Wagner [2004]
Westhoff et al. [2006]
HART Communication Foundation [2010]
Zhu et al. [2006]
ZigBee Alliance [2012]

Channel
Security

Collaboration
Security

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
•
•
•
•
◦
◦
◦
◦
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
◦
◦
•
•
•
•
•
•
◦
◦
◦

3
4
4
5
3

3
3
5
5
4
4

for key establishment between devices. Network keys are used to protect all messages between nodes within the same ZigBee network. Finally, link keys are used to protect unicast
messages between two devices.
Secure aggregation of data has been investigated by various researchers [Wagner 2004;
Chan et al. 2006; Westhoff et al. 2006; Castelluccia et al. 2009]. The survey of secure WSN
data aggregation schemes by Alzaid et al. [2007] illustrates that most existing schemes are
based on symmetric cryptography and message authentication codes. Their studies also
show that many aggregation protocols support authentication of involved nodes, as well as
conﬁdentiality, integrity and freshness. A major issue is availability which is not considered
by the examined protocols. To achieve a certain level of availability, the authors suggest to
introduce self-healing techniques as well as rotation of the data aggregation nodes.
Table V gives an overview of related work on network-centric security presented in this
section. Various researchers have addressed aspects from the ﬁeld of collaboration security
and a number of protocols have been developed that address security issues at different
layers. An open issues is if and how solutions for secure routing, data aggregation and time
synchronization can be combined such that the total overhead is kept at a minimum. Channel security is covered by a set of protocols that have been designed with the requirements
and limitations of WSNs and VSNs in mind.
8. VSN SECURITY AND PRIVACY: OBSERVATIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS

Our analysis of the state of the art of VSN security and privacy protection leads us to six
key observations. They summarize the current state and highlight limitations of existing
approaches. As a conclusion of the survey we discuss several directions for future research.
8.1. Key Observations and Limitations

Reactive Data Delivery can not replace Security. Researchers such as Fleck and
Straßer [2010] argue that in reactive systems privacy protection is no longer required since
they do not continuously stream data to a monitoring facility as proactive systems do. Re3 MAC

and routing.
aggregation.
5 Time synchronization.
4 Data
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active systems rather deliver data only in exceptional situations when a predeﬁned trigger
condition has been met. Due to the strong decline of data that is recorded and delivered
reactive systems are much less privacy invasive than proactive systems. However, security
issues do not become obsolete. Even a system delivers only abstracted event descriptions instead of image data, security for abstracted data such as integrity, authenticity, freshness
and conﬁdentiality must be still ensured. Furthermore, if a VSN node signals a critical
event, an operator might want to request a live video stream to evaluate and assess the
reported information before dispatching rescue forces, for example. Whenever a VSN offers
the principle possibility to access information containing identities or other sensitive personal data, privacy protection is an important issue. From a privacy and security point of
view, future VSN designs should become more and more reactive. However, reducing the
amount of delivered data does not make security and privacy protection obsolete—which is
especially valid for node- and user-centric security aspects.

Tradeoff between Privacy Protection and System Utility. Best privacy protection is
achieved if a VSN delivers no raw images, no processed images and no derived data that
might reveal the identities of individuals. By delivering no data at all, the highest privacy level is achieved but at the same time the utility of the VSN vanishes. For the design
of secure, privacy-preserving VSNs it is critical to explore solutions which achieve a reasonable balance between privacy protection and system utility. Due to speciﬁc application
requirements, different regional laws and the overall vague notion of privacy there most
likely won’t be one single approach but a continuum of solutions. An aspect that must not
be underestimated is privacy loss due to secondary data derived from spatial and temporal correlation of information from multiple cameras, observed behavior and movement
patterns of monitored people and contextual information. So far, these aspects have been
barely addressed and substantial further research is required.
Incomplete Security Requirements and Unclear Responsibilities. Security is rarely
considered at design time; if at all, it becomes an issue at later stages of the development
process. The actual security requirements depend on the speciﬁc usage scenarios for the
VSN devices and therefore are either unknown or incomplete during early design phases.
A critical aspect is who is responsible for incorporating security and privacy protection and
when and at what level they are addressed. Hardware manufacturers leave it to their customers to protect their systems. Firmware and application developers are typically experts
in computer vision, machine learning, embedded systems or related ﬁelds. Security is not
necessarily their core competence or responsibility. Time-to market pressure and missing
demand for holistic security solutions from operators make security a low priority topic.
Furthermore, security introduces additional complexity and increases costs for training
of developers and operating personnel. On the other hand, security could be a distinguishing feature to set one’s products apart from those of competitors. We advocate that security
and privacy protection should be turned into off-the-shelf solutions which can be deployed
as simple as integrating a different image sensor. Only if security solutions cause very little additional overhead, have been designed by experts and require only minimal changes
to existing designs and established workﬂows, then they will be accepted and adopted by
manufacturers, developers and operators.
Lack of Node-Centric Protection. Most approaches towards VSN security and privacy
focus on data security or channel-oriented network security. Security aspects of the VSN
platform itself are rarely taken into account. However, without securing the platform, any
application-level protection technique can be bypassed if an attacker gets access to a VSN
device. Holistic, node-centric security is challenging since VSN devices usually are not under close physical control of operators. Emerging security solutions such as MTM chips or
SoC extensions (e.g., ARM TrustZone) are promising concepts for node-centric protection.
Lack of User-Centric Protection. Monitored persons have little knowledge and barely
any inﬂuence on what data is collected, how it is used, who has access to the data or how
long it is stored. Since VSNs and video surveillance are controversial topics, it is important
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not only to integrate adequate security and privacy protection but also to be transparent
and open. Only if users are properly notiﬁed of installed VSNs and if they can learn what
a system is used for and what data is collected, public acceptance of VSNs is more likely
to increase. Researchers are challenged to develop solutions that actively notify users of
installed VSNs, get their consent and allow them to remain in control over their personal
data. Obviously, technical solutions alone will be insufﬁcient to address user-centric security and privacy due to the diverging interests of users and system operators. Public
demand combined with governmental regulations might be required to foster actual deployment of security and privacy solutions in future VSNs.

Lack of Collaboration Security. In-network processing, data fusion and cooperative
solving of tasks become common in modern VSNs. Security considerations must go beyond protecting the network channel between two VSN devices. Aspects such as secure
MAC and routing protocols as well as time synchronization have been extensively studied
in other research domains such as WSNs. Existing techniques have to be adapted and applied to VSNs. But there are several challenges in collaboration that are unique to VSNs.
These include secure topology control based on the ﬁelds of view of VSN devices or the
secure exchange of data among nodes for the purpose of joint image processing. The emerging ﬁeld of encrypted signal processing is extremely promising for implementation of joint
processing. While cooperating cameras can not access the encrypted information shared by
other cameras they can still perform signal processing on the provided data. This allows to
ofﬂoad computations to adjacent cameras or into the cloud or to jointly solve problems as in
distributed tracking applications. Encrypted domain processing is enabled by techniques
such as homomorphic encryption or secure multiparty computations [Lagendijk et al. 2013;
Erkin et al. 2007].
8.2. Open Research Questions

Holistic Security and Privacy Concept. To date, most research on VSN security and
privacy focuses on selected, isolated topics. There is a lack of approaches that consider security and privacy in VSNs in a holistic way. Especially apparent in this context is that
most solutions are situated at the application level and that node-centric security is not
taken into account. A lot of work has been targeted at data- and network-centric security.
But without taking the security of VSN devices themselves into account, high-level protection mechanisms are literally built on sand. VSN designers will have to collaborate with
engineers from other embedded system domains such as mobile handsets to promote the
development of standardized node-centric security solutions. Privacy and security must be
seen as primary design goals and approaches such as privacy-by-design [Cavoukian 2013a]
can help to meet these goals. Another aspect in a holistic security concept is to avoid redundancies. If strong node- and data-centric security are in place, certain network-centric
security mechanisms might be obsolete. This, however, can not be decided at a general basis
but depends on the speciﬁc application context.
Exploration of VSN Security and Privacy Design Space. For the implementation of
security and privacy protection in VSNs, a multi-dimensional design space exists. The individual dimensions include, e.g., required computing power and memory, power consumption, the strength and runtimes of cryptographic algorithms, the level at which protection
is applied or the degree of privacy that is achieved. Privacy protection techniques can be divided into two major groups: object-based protection for sensitive image regions and global
approaches that apply uniform protection to the entire image. It is still unclear, which solutions provide best protection without substantially reducing system utility.
Another question is how to objectively measure privacy protection. Since privacy depends
on personal as well as cultural attitudes, technical approaches alone will be insufﬁcient.
A thorough exploration of the privacy protection design space will also have to involve
extensive user surveys to determine which privacy protection techniques are appropriate.
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Secure and Trustworthy Sensors. So far, most related work has focused on bringing
security and privacy protection onto VSN devices. With this approach one can achieve reasonable protection against attacks on data that is delivered from VSNs to information consumers. However, only limited protection is applied for data while it is on the VSN device. It
is an open research topic to identify suitable approaches for on-device data protection. One
potential approach is to bring security and privacy protection even closer to the data source
by integrating dedicated security functions into the image sensor. If security and privacy
are guaranteed at the sensor level, then the camera and its relatively large software stack
would no longer have to be implicitly trusted. This raises two major challenges: First, it is
unclear what type of privacy protection is suitable and feasible at the sensor level. Second,
sensor-level privacy protection means that image processing and analysis applications on
the camera must be adapted to deal with pre-processed and pre-ﬁltered data.
User Awareness, Feedback and Control. We have already sketched the need for raising
awareness of the presence of VSNs and for giving feedback about the properties, capabilities and the implemented security features of VSNs. As outlined in this survey, early
approaches exist which seek to increase user awareness and provide limited user feedback.
However, these approaches are still in their infancy. Modern mobile devices such as smartphone open up the possibilities for much more sophisticated approaches where users are
proactively notiﬁed of VSNs. A central challenge in this context is the development and deployment of a scalable, location- and context-aware notiﬁcation and feedback system. Even
more challenging is user control. The idea is that users who have been recorded by a VSN
have to actively give consent whenever their personal data is disclosed to third parties. A
fundamental requirement for such a system is the reliable identiﬁcation of recorded persons to be even able to ask for their consent. Based on the identiﬁcation of users, personal
data could be encrypted with user-speciﬁc keys which ensures that users must be actively
involved for data decryption. These concepts are not only technically challenging but also
raise a number of ethical questions. Is user identiﬁcation an appropriate and desirable tool
to achieve user control? Wouldn’t the inherent requirement for user identiﬁcation be even
worse for user privacy than simple recording of images? Are individuals who can not be
identiﬁed automatically suspicious? These questions barley scratch the surface and clearly
illustrate the need for further, multidisciplinary research.
8.3. Concluding Remarks

Visual sensor networks have emerged due to the recent advances in four key disciplines:
image sensors, embedded computing, sensor networks and computer vision. VSNs are expected to become an enabling technology for several applications, and a huge number of
deployments are foreseen in public and private places in the near future. Security and privacy protection are crucial properties of these networks, since they capture and process
sensitive and private information. In this survey we captured the state of the art in security and privacy protection in the context of VSNs. Although important contributions have
been achieved by the VSN community, a lot of research is still open towards comprehensively secure and privacy preserving VSNs.
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